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Seventh Street garage shooter pleads guilty
By Jeffrey Niese

Cervantes to get 14 years
for assaulting man
after Event Center concert

Spartan Daily Suff Wncr
’Flie shooting in

the Seventh Street
garage a year ago will cost a gang member
at least 12 years of his freedom.
Alejandro Bautista Cervantes, 25, pleaded guilty and agreed to a prison term of 14
years on four counts of assault with a deadly weapon in Santa Clara Superior Court
for shooting Jose Adame after a "Wild
107.7 Oldies" concert in the Event Center
on March 17. 1995.
UPD detective Bryan Garrett said this
was a strong sentence. "People who (Intuit murder were getting out of prison in
seven years, Cervantes got fourtetsn,"
Garrett said.
Mike Fitzsimmons, Santa Clara Deputy
District Attorney, said Cervantes is scheduled to be officially sentenced in Nlarch.
Garrett said Cervantes agreed to the
four deadly weapon charges and the 14
years because if the case went to court he
could have been found guilty of attempted
murder, a charge that could bring a much
tougher sentence.
Accorilimr. to Garrett, after Cervantes
shot Adam, isss, ,t in the leg and arm he
stood IIVI1 Adallit and kicked him Mole
:Wanly begged tor Cervantes not to shoot
him again. Cervantes then straddled
Adame put his gim to the back of his head

and pulled the trigger.
Became the gun jammed. Adame iii iil.
(kill-reit said.
eit said.
"Ile tried to execute lum."
Under old legislation, Cei s antes
be eligible for parole in sevell sears. But
bet ause of new legislation, win, li says that
cc iccciiccl. %do CO11111111 V11.15111 11111i, 11,I\

Cervantes was in a gang. "It’s called
enhancement. Gang members get years
tacked on for a crime just because they’’,
in a gang," he said.
Garrett said Cervantes teas bat ell II,
plea bargain because hi/commons’ case

85 percent cd the time the\

ing occurred after an e.ci her Attic anon in

at c setdenced to, Cervantes will not be eligible for parole an’, ...mei- than 12 years
sai,1.
in prison, Fitzsimin,
Fitzsimmons also saiil that tail,
Cervantes pleaded giciiI to loin c mints

the parking garage betss,en icc \anti, and
Adame.
ltc Adaine’s statement to police. Adaine
said he knew Cervantes was a member of a
Watsonville gang because Cervantes and
his mends said "Vats’ on". slang for
NVatsonville, the case file said.
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Jose Adame is wheeled away on a stretcher atter the March 17, 1995 shooting.
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Campus project
aims for May
Officials say
construction
nearly finished

streets since Oct. 17,
1994, said Dan Johnson, associate vice president of SJSC
I at iltlies
Development and
spetarions.
The 53.2 million project is
(Smiled by California taxpayers
and not SJSU, he said.
Ninth

B?lVilliandeske
Spatun 1)atI, staff %Suter
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Johnson said that the idea

ine-Ili pounders whose feet arc-

lung to trample the impending campus pedestrian mall will
has,I. c 1001 their heels until
\ las oi June.
ail Si iandria, the job stye’.
iiir itudent of Stolosks.
(;onzalez Contracturs, said he’s
"cm, hundred percent sure,ticc mall will be ready for the
hcopefcciiv"
HI clic ,
tic

Alaba Crosby,
a 24 -year-old
sports medicine
major, and Victor
Dosson, a 22year-old English
major of SJSU’s
Sigma Phi Rho
fraternity, perform
at Step Show ’96
in Morris Dailey
Auditorium
Sunday night.
Ilio-ro iii
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Smile of the movies showing at the new
United Artists Pavilion 8 Theatre in dossmown
San Jose have happy endings.
But for most of the small business vendors
who were asked to coine in and reap the
promised pedestrian traffic, the ends of their
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London explosion
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An explosion tore through
a double-decker bus in
central London on Sunday
night, injuring at least
eight people and showerig
the street with shards of
glass and twisted metal.
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Shooting spree
Just
clowning
around...

Page 5

A 21 -year-old man was
arrested Sunday following
an early morning shooting
spree near Chico State
University that left two
men dead and a woman
senously injured, authorities said.
Page 6
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Leitner incident should be a lesson for jails
is forcibly restrained
Aman
by four men. A blanket is
put over his face and he
is carried to another room. By
the time the four men drop him
in the desired room, the man
falls into a coma due to brain
damage caused by suffocating for
eight to 10 minutes.
No, this is not a scene from "A
Few Good Men." It’s a scene from
the Santa Clara County jail.
On July 24, a guard put a blanket over inmate Joseph Leitner’s
head and carried him by force to
the eighth-floor psychiatric ward.
lie then fell into a coma due to
what doctors called severe brain
damage after not breathing for
eight to 10 minutes.

For seven months, the officers
insisted they were following their
training and jail procedures
when they used the blanket. Jail
administrators, however, said that
the blanket was not proper procedure, and announced they
would seek to fire the guards.
But in a resolution reached by
an independent hearing, the
guards will not be fired. Instead,
they will get the "maximum
allowable discipline possible
short of dismissal." Most likely,
this will be a 30-day suspension.
True, a suspension may seem a
mere slap on the wrist for putting
a man in a conta, but the question arises: were these men
taught to do this and are being
scapegoated by etnbarassed officials?

We’ll probably never know. But
while what occured is inexcusthere must be a better
able
way to restrain a mentally ill man
this case
than suffocating him
is bringing about changes in the
way employees interact with the
mentall ill and those who violently resist guards.
The jail plans to change practices so that fewer inmates are
put into the psychiatric ward’s
restraint room or in the padded
cells in the area where inmates
are booked.
Hopefully the Santa Clara
County jails will seriously try to
bring about these changes. No
one else should have to be nearly
murdered due to inept and poorly trained guards.

Divorce comes at a high price ...

So, I plead you, boycott these movies ...

Who are these
deadbeat dads anyway?

Keep Hong Kong movies
in the small theaters
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First, there is tile gigolo.
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ne common factor of our childhood is discovering something incredible and knowing
you, and only you, knew about it.
Maybe you were the first to discover an egg-filled
nest in the tree in your
back yard, the very top
of which you were the
first to discover could
actually be humanly
reached.
Or maybe you were
the first kid on your
block who could pop
a wheelie on his Htif
or do a full splits in
her ballet class
But whatever the
skill or serendipitous
treasure, it meant that
you had that power to
hold it over people or
share it. Regardless, it
was yours.
What we all also
believed is any power
held by others was
more powerful than
our personal little
secrets which, of
course, made Its treasure them all the
more because they were all we had.
Now in my mid -twenties, I still have fleeting luitits
of discovery winch I hope only hand a select cultural
elite who fancy the arcane and obtuse can enjoy
before the general masses get wind of it and ruin it
with too much kitchy popularity. The popularity
machine would snowball with timesy merchandising.
T-shirts, bumper stickers, key chains, office stationary,
underwear.
One of the more reluctantly memorable examples
was when four hyper-violent, mutated turtles of a little-known, independent, mature audience comic
book company drawn by Kevin Eastman and Peter
Laird went from an isolated, comic cult fringe to the
new great American kids’ heroes of the ’90s faster
than a ninp-to sword through human flesh. (Of
camrse, you d only see that in the pre-wilt:an issues.)
I felt betrayed and more than annoyed. But when
the fad wore off, Eastman and Laird paid more attention to their comic company and their deadly-but-lovable reptilian brainchildren and catered to their original audience. Forgiveness waxed, slowly.
Though I’ve never been much in the market for
anything through which I could vicariously exercise
my masculinity, such as early Stallone and
Schwarzenegger (and current Seagal stub Van
Damme) movies, I do have one cinematic vice: Hong
Kuhn action thrillers.
When the Towne Theatre tan with the popularity it
received hosting a Hong Kong cinema festival one
year it satisfied it’s patrons by showing Hong Kong
movies Mondays and Tuesdays.
Just for chuckles and guffaws, I decided to toss
away seven bucks one night in 199S to see John Woo’s
"Hard Boiled." I walked in a disinterested patron and
walked out a hooked chump who’d hail the wind
knocked out of him by a cinematic punch to the solar
plexus.
I hold to this day it is the most violent, yet also the
most entertaining thriller, I have ever seen.
I made it a point to double check any further
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I long Kong movies for the names John Woo, Chow
Vim -Fat, and Tony Leung. I’ve since seen many other
movies by these filmmakers.
A year later I read in horror that Woo would come
to America to direct Van Damme in "Hard Target."
The similarities in the title and scenes from the trailer
were too heartbreaking for me to see it. No big loss
anyway since I heard it
was lousy by those primed
by Woo’s "Hard Boiled."
Mosta been the actors
/utd to be the actors.
I also rediscovered
the magic ofjackie Chan.
I’d never seen Isis two
American
early
’80s
movies and I’m glad. Had
I, I think I would have
been jinxed and never
cared to invest time and
money to see "Crime
Story," "Armour of God,"
"City Hunter" or the
"Drunken Master" series.
I can’t wildly flail
enough words about this
guy other than tepid
adjectives like "nOndincredible."
bliovingly
The man just simply
accomplishes the physiand
impossible
cally
.
makes it look like he’d
have more difficillty blinking.
And when I discovered these filmmakers and their
movies playing in this modest art film theater on the
outskirts of .San Jose, I felt this was my treasure; mine
and a few dozen who kept the interest for the Towne
to continue bringing them in.
Now Woo has directed plot Travolta and Christian
Slater in "Broken Arrow. Worse, Chan is coming out
with "Rumble in the Bronx."
My eyes nearly blackened from the self-imposed
blinking they involuntarily did from toy body’s fight
or flight response to protect me from the shock of
seeing a huge picture of Chan its the latest issue of
Newsweek.
"Broken Arrow" is doing too well anise box office
for me do nothing while it gains the masses’ attention
to the director.
Sc), I plead you, boycott these movies. If you’d
never seen these guys’ earlier movies, don’t see these
Americanized wastes of celluloid.
Don’t give Chan or Woo the satisfaction of being
deceived that American cinema knows what it’s
doing. Hollywood will embrace them in lavish attention only to liquidate them of financial potential and
talent then chop them into pieces like so many
boards of plywood.
Jackie! John! Chow! Tony! Go home! Co back to
I long Kong where you belong!
There are enough of us who attend a small movie
theater in San Jose who love and appreciate your
work. You don’t need the rest of this county’s admiration, please realize that ours is enough.
Please, give us back our powe.
It’ll be our little secret.
William Jake is a *artist, Daily Staff Writer

Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be:
put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office In Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209
’faxed to (408)924-3237 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University, One Washington Square. San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus
of the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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TODAY
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Meeting. 12noon-ip.m.
Administration Bldg., rm. 269
Call 7764/365.
Delta Lambda Phi
"Landsla Man ..." 8p. m.
Hugh Gillis Hall. rm. 114.
Call 446-52(13.

Career Center
"Nlai ketitig l’our Engineering
" 12:30p.m.
I /c.g
Engineering Bldg., tin. 180.
( all 924-11033.
Career Center
On4 ampus Interview
(nictitation. 12:30p.m.
Student Li non, Almaden em.
(.ill 2-6033.

International Student
Services
"Green Card (DV-97
Immigrant Visa) Lottery"
workshop. 3pr
Administration Bldg.,
nu. 269. Call 924-5920.

Career Center
interviews preparatitni for
tea. hers.
Student Union, Ummilmin
(InCall 924-6033.

Pi Alpha Phi
Genetal meeting. 7p.m.
Student U1111111. Guadalupe
nn. Call 295-0637.
School of Art and Design
Student galleiy exhibits:
Bob Moran, painting.
Sam Richardson’s class.
Debt Dagiw, paintiitg.
Gruy tolornei. mixed media.
Beth Bresnan & Kyoko
Fischer, painting and printmaking. Six various artists,
fiberworks.lia.m.-11).m. Art
Bldg. Call 9244330.

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Mg..ing It. uk Sale (dormI. inne).10
\ s 1 N. Rm. 408 and Clark
lobby. Call 024-270.
Pre-Optometry Club
NeW members meeting.
st wit«. Bldg., no. 311.
( rnill 92+4946.

PEOPLE
Bad cop, good cop, and a Brownie farewell
’Bambi’ hauled in on drug charge

3.m.

School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits:
Bob Moran. painting.
Sant Kii I tardson’s class.
Deldne I)tgue, [minting.
14,1"mei, ’nixed mrdia.
(
Belli Ilresnan & Kyoko
inimitingfunl print.
ni.tkiiig. Sot various lulls’s.
iiberworks. I
I reception tipatt.-8p.m.) Art
Bldg. Call ¶524-4530.
School of Art and Design
Tuesday Night Letting. Series,
with Nan( e O’Harnon. ’Art as
’h iii the tgi aphy." 6:30p.m9p. ill. All Bldg., R111. 133.
Call 024-4328.

(SCTA)
Fleet e at of officers and begird

Delta Zeta
...pizza Night." (W,onlen only,
please) 7p.m. Meet at Delta
Zeta louse, 148 S. Ii tit St.
Call 292-6740.

members. 12rioon-I p.m.
SUIef try tiall, no. 5$12,.
Call!12-1-3738.
Wimen’s Resource Center
Open meeting. 1 la.m.1 2:3111 ,.m. Women’s Remain e
Cy; itti, Mnrinistaaticat Bldg.,
Rm. 217. Cali 024-M00.

Bulwer-Lytton English ChM
Meeting. with eniei
and relirshinenta. ji.i-1
Fat i thy Offices, rm. 213.

ii
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nal pilaw td hull
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Stall rut:rung for Me
tainpirs radii, stall, ill.
1:111p.m. 1 high i,1it
118. Call 1112-4---1,-4 7.

Cuff 4364471.

KENII, Finland (Al’) - I lie castle’s tower is sonie five-stories high.
The edifice boasts a 3,000-seat
auditorium, a children’s play area
and an eXpiln+IVe restaurant
talings.
capped with high. al,
Is,
lust onls
be
an an
build and there’ll never
conclitin oiling bill.
That ’s lit Ay It gin-sullen the oils
matei labs lista! in I onstrut non die
ice and snow.
Itituhion 2 I 2 atres along the
froien hai Ina In Kenn - 1-.O
Mlle!, !loath ol I lelsiiiku iind ion
that 111111.11(loSer lu ilie ’St,’ di Pole
the gargantuan aim nue is
billed as the world’s largest snow
castle.
I he opening II’Il’lsI.11 ’’1)5511
Satin day attracted some 7,01,0
Finns who partieii. tLiii eil and
shiseied as lempriatin is plunged
to 4 degrees helots. zoo
Ilut the chill wasn’t enough to
cool the passion of at least one
t maple, who took their wedding
511. .5 111111e castle’s ice chapel
.1 mu love is hot enough is ...Ili
\ lye this. said the 1)rid,. A11.1
V,111111, 311, dressed in tr.t.1111..11.11
r

1111(1 (1111111111g a boutplet lit
frozen red roses.
"Iti fact," she said, "I leel svaran
all over."
r(.statiraiii.
Nearby iii tIte.
Itl, k
Ervasii sit di an
sippmg a hot di ink mule, an
si isns
art het I
nit, and ss..,,iii in het,
suit It,isii, %d ills. 1.111 0..SisII
ittstile
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tIi,- liii, k
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1 hit is people both the u asile mu
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11141111111e, 111 puss liii’ I Million
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1111,1, leel
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.,1 add Imishing tow lies to
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Culture \ limstei c
"hush iI ssi in said he 111,1 111,11’4111
1,41111S1
thu1114411.1 -15.155 111s1
11111-.1111,411
4455 1 1 e.111/1 1111, is .111 artspat bed es ’iii film Is is going to be
%searing
.1 big hut, said iitha ssi
a 1111111.11.11k i oat ss idi woolen
so5 I,. i is ei his shoes.
fiv,aiiiitas hope mine than
11,1,1555
lIe sisit IliiiIng six
1:1// 1)111 cm Is,
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$$ WE PAY TOP CASH $$
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Ihis nook in OIL

800-808-8356
ATTENTION
GRADUATING STUDENTS!
Don’t miss your opportunity to meet
employers before the interview!
Employer presentations are a great way to make
contact with organization representatives and
learn what the organization has to offer you.

CYPRESS
SEMICONDUCTOR
Thursday, 2/29.96
12.30 PM 2:00PM
Almaden Room, SU

TAKE A BREATHER

1 -800-74-ASTHMA

CISCO SYSTEMS
Wednesday. 3/6/96
1230PM-2:00 PM
Almaden Room, Su

ASPECT
SUN MICROSYSTEMS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Monday, 2/26/96
Monday, 3/1196
12:30 PM - 2:00 PM
12:30 PM TOO PM
Almaden Room, SU
Costanoan Room, Su
CIRRUS LOGIC CORP.
3/5/96
Tuesday,
TANDEM
WELLS FARGO BANK
12:30 PM 2:00 PM
Tuesday, 3/12/96
Tuesday, 2/27/96
Almaden Room, SU
12:30 PM 2:00 PM
12:30 PM 2:00 PI.4
Almaden Room, SU
Almaden Room, SU
For more Info., contact the Career Center, Bldg. Oat 924-6033.
SJSU Career Center programs and seni,ces are omv.diso n.fhoo regard to race COI w rodyin national ongn
SW, selual onentation, mental status ategnancy age dtsabriit) ffsahlwi veterans nr Velnam veterans status
Reasonable accommodations mamma tor those *5th disaoibtes

24:03 1 Ile %lamed:I. Sanaa Clara (Nem! les SiuIaensi,)

(25 It 2 )

I -CLUCK

Doors:

ieNtraireic

eeriu/ag lVeeled

$75.00
Hamuitim +
I

Inv ..r
Large

Ii \.,41
httwculi
; : ;.
Is
Indy
ticipiiii Ii Ii
Rise:n.11 sillily l5slIl. in
iisillinii I si fflergy
niedicitiiin. You will receive
financial compensation for
your time and effort. Qualified
participants could earn up to

CLUCK U. CHICKEN
2

his,’ H6-year-old Kazan spitke at a news conferetic e Sunday before vet eivIng an lit inorary
"Golden Bear- at the 13(.1.1111 Film Festival for his
lutes work.

ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS

FOR

IBM/MAC/SUN.

FORD CREDIT CO.
Monday, 2/26/96
12:30 PM 2:00 PM
Guadalupe Room, SU

5

BERLIN 1.1’) - Legendaso slit ector Ella Kazan
a very impressed with most of the
says he’s
movies t
out of I lollystrood these days, and
he thinks he knows what the problem Is.
"The dung that makes a film great is the passion
of the filmmaker," said the man who directed such
compelling dramas as "On The Waterfront," "A
Streetcar Named Desire" and "Gentleman’s
Agt cement. Belies mg lit something and getting that theme
at 15,, is (rut ial. he said. "not to entertain or be
nit e ... but to make a film that speaks for Ille.
" !hal eXISIS less and less today. At least I don’t

I cps-

Ss00.
Allergy & Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Research
Center

* FOR OLD/USED COMPUTER M EMORY & CPU’S.
* WE BUY/TRADE-IN/SELL MEMORY

Legend doesn’t think much of Hollywood

()AK1,. \ \
k Al’) NI1 Ghee, a gml%1111 helped in pitlanze the blues
imist and sit
style of the Piedmont .irea oh the Carolinas. has
died. Ile was HO.
tattier Finlay at
NI. .hee .1.c.I ot
Summit 1 lospital
’his
I
a native rut
dice,
the
calls
I’,
111
Knoxville, loin and liai ini ion a player Sonny
Mine together and started genii .11111g smimemiPU.(11110111 blues. a mesh sI ,45inar and
0111
harm, suu is a.
first engagement was a 5 isil rights
1111 ill II., I Oill.
benefit in 1912. Ilies
(in WI. NUS,.’li1,
thi.
working
with sitiIt artists as XV(,,sir ( ;while and Lead Bells,

ret ttals and rock coil( erts that
shook the fric/en svalls %yell into
the \sec licfurs.
.1s the sun set tn el die lit,/eii
lieu
Ilaltit Sea, an am-( het shin
.1114415 over the 56-feebtall
Wilitig a (lain(’ that spat ked a
astir
ham of lights ar(fm)(1

tins suus 4.111111111 .111114.11111441 hod
amtlang onipatahle amsdiele."
iii,’ 1515,155
.i
111,1 iii nil
11.4lii S111155’...
1/411.11
11.11144, 1/1 (.11111 ,141111,

wiring. lint
11.1. is 11, 12111 seal in die
I h Isei% 11.111114.11114114.1114111111’ he Was slii,1 III
the head hs ilt tinken Wan III 1988. Shane has
gime its lir, 1.11Itet phi e (ttl’ the past six yral
14 t, is huge’ ed in .1 mina-like state until a

Brownie is dead, long live the blues

Snow castle opens in Finland
Icy new attraction
not your average igloo

1 Ile former pi flu em an was the nucleus of an
et his his 111 LX of friends - winnhvorkers, nuclear
regulators, a geologist and uglier policemen who gathered twit e a winter for all-male escapes
into the Cherokee National Forest just northeast
of Chattanooga.
The winter trips epitomized Dockery, said Dick
Edgerton, a woodworker who lives in Flintstone,
Ga. They began for a young generation of friends
and cs.olved into a rite of passage shared with their
ins.
"Ile was one of the moving influent es to make
sure we got there." Edgerton said. "It was a bag
deal to all of us but it .erined like more so to

Stock-picker brushes off question

nit. 1st). I ult 021-0f7",.

TUESDAY

\thrii Gar),
(AL\ I I \\s ,(s1, \ him
his mu 7 1 12 years of
LI%
Inn 1511111,11145 ,41111 451 his 11101%1411S fOCUSed
01. his 11.11,14,11. 51111111111 W11111-I I muuiuiiug trips he
helped organize with Ins Middies.
"lip, missed it this year," Dockerv said from Ins
Iii spital bed to his stfil Shane. "But Fin going next

)1 IRK
- (INN and
11111.1tated kinking ..I1 the ...whined p.
t
II"’ 1""" I ""I ""’’ ..11"(1 ""1" "11""’ ‘.111
wis atilt- wsvs channel an
launch a 2 hh.,iit
i)e( cliii
The .11110,111H 41111’111 isas load,- Friday in Ailmita
S111111)
Ann tine, tins in lot net liroatit
1,111411441511, I .NN..111111.4/Ved 1111’1.11111111
111-154111/11111115111 Ile ailed (1NN-SI and moll ’4111.’1111,11e 11111111Cs, 11’11111111 11,1’11,11111111.1,11-14
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15.155II,

Miracle cop misses camping

CNN and Sports Illustrated teaming up

Improvised Musk Studies
Mari:Lehi workshop. (one Imo
credit, registration NMI opel. r
71 J,

11’llett ’I errs mined the tast ol "hattast’s
Rainbow" In P.47, %lc Ghee formed litownie
NIc Ghee and Its Mighty Run keis. lie also tttt )(led a blues su lust 11 Illation and worked as a stitch" most, tan
1,11%
McGhee worked togelhet 1511
1114/.1411,11 III lerinessee William’s "Cat on a 1 Ita
Jul Rind 111111(.1111d-1950s and later utu Lingslon
I Inglies’ "Slinpl’ Heaven."
Illy duo le( orded and toured 111 the Untied
’states and Europe until the late 1970s. when this
1.14 tls.
Mt I .114.. lviii mmujs to a solo r areer and appeared
iii III, lihn ".1ngel !heart." Ile rei only started the
Illites Is truth Foundation, designed to gwe scholat Am,. to v iuimtg music tans.
Mt Ghee is surm.ed bs Mire daughtris and
three sons. as %sell as I lu gm:m(1(1111111cl’ and 22
givat-t.i.eantlt liii hit,

N111.V.1UKI.
I
mei polo coOlii Isitiilsti as -Bawl,’
the sllbjecl of a
,ifinort.1,
,s,) escape. was
is ,
Filled on a drug (hal ge
,,,wrencia A. Remt,,, 1,,
p...today afleFlICF ari 151 1 1111...1.., .515 rhatge
sessing a I ’’Hi is
1...le said. 1 he
type of do ng ssas 115 .1... loed
She 55,15115 liii4 4) 111
111 1111 1.1Villg of
Cfniqine 5, In111/ itu, 5 \
Iffinbellek’s
poln e detclint. Iin,hand 1.1.41n years lifer
Beinhenek 1,1411(1,1114411114114411 II% I lassling 0111
.site low Mit was capnit I’ll NI SI1.11
later in
111111111(.1’ Itsus,()I11411144 15111.14.
15.1Wsaking as a
5,41111.5.15.
Itembenek was pai intal in Ilta embei 1(.0.12 lotissing an agreement s1111 Hose, inois that vat at e.1 her lirst-degree
inn non in ex( hange
1..1 a plea to secund-degtee mut th-1
latinn O’Neal phis eil Ilembenek in a UV
mid I lailier(:ollitts littlill.hed het
\Vidnati
hi I
‘s, Isuilt, 31, was shut is ,leaili %slide blamil awl
gagged in her bed. lientbenek. is Ito cal tied bet
nickname as a police le, Inn. (1.1, suggested that
Milwaukee police flamed Ina

Student California
Teachers Association

Circuit) Hispanic()
Meeting. and tiiitsting and
come], sations in Spanish.
21, iii.-3p.m. Student Union,
Carstanoan rni. Call 732-8’12.1.

3

1011 - inc I 1.%11 to midoilt
- Sat II .11:11 10 2 .V11

hr.-.- I Ill lirealkf ast
..tretia Motel
01.1141 5’ 011 5 55,
1111111 2’114170111
alley

..51....1
111M4293-TOHM
lot _
1 r..

2 price!
4.ociiif*Ary Nr-fytios
all color copies
all computer rentals

MONDAY

Wad uve6n

IiiIy

feb.19 - feb. 2.5
TUESDAY

6I’M - 8P111
2()s’ each (eat ill (nth
101111- midnite
A free classic movie and $1 drafts
(Bild and Coors Light)
NYingers

Park

20uo,1\-.

’2.-0;

drafts 101)111- 10:30PM
50t. drafts 10:30PM - 11PM
$1 drafts 11PM - midnite
1
(Coors I.ight &

Jai 11//l

V(lit

only

207
924 .15 76

Mon.-Thur.
Fri.
Sat. -Sun,

7am-11pm
7am- 9pm
10am- 7pm

Featuring

WEDNESDAY
Only $3.50 tor a pint ()I
Red Ilook, ;onion
Ilicrstli or Sam Adams
YOU ke,..1) the glass!

TH U RSDAY
10P111 - 2AM
Buy 4 Bites and get ti
Wingers fin. only
$1.99 and $1 drafts

COW( punting. dye SUD /20dpi inkjet.

CIO/9(i

S

the Graphics

Cannon/Fiery

Is

labArt Bldg. 207

Open to all SJSU students.taculty and staff

San Jose State University

Niondas, Februiirs 19, 1996

Shooting
From page 1
.s hided .1 Watson% die
gang is .es responsible for the
shooung.
Atte! t 1ml-erring with officers
form the 1Vatsomille Police
Department on Mai t h 23 1997..
Garrett and Nn shin Wele able Its
get scan h wai rants for live
Watsonville gang members. one
Ice -tug I:cry:um.,
On !Sias 75 1997,, 70 law eiliselcewent of fic ers horn II agent ies
loint
h
helped Coma, t

(..iiTel I said’.
.111 all Ponits Bulletin was reit
Out foi t’555anies %shun he dna
show up for his 1551, at \kr)camas.
On May 8. 199’, Cervantes was
arrested bs. Sauce Cruz counts
sheriffs.
Lt. Shannon Nialonev. UPD
public lamination officer, said,
"11i- have a t onspetent department and S sit9cetetit isivestigatens. We 1.1115115.54n eases."
(eel
ii said "Ii ’s nit e to see the
system s\

operation.
Participating in the :wart h were
the C-ahloinia .1ttsii ties cvneral.
of
justice
Deism tment
the
Violent e Supplession L nit the
Ulineisits Pohl e Depat Intent and
Polite
Vatscenville
the
Department.
Die search mined iii gang contraband and the gun used in the
shooting, at t oi ding to Garrett.
Flie final slits seas an Intel s eels
with one of the stespei Is in the
shooting. "One 51151.55 I’,died on
the gus. (Cersatit5s. sell. did it

Navy jet crashes into Pacific
Two due in 3 1 st
F- I 4 crash
in last five years
I(.5\ I’ -I -I tl)
ti.411tvi let iaslied into
sits ts ea n during routine
flight exercises oft the Southern
Calif; srma 5 tease Sunday. killing the
Rose re -is members. a Navy official
said.
tel We" Part of the Fighter
Stimuli-55n I I. %Ouch was taking
rart in a two-week Opel all,si settle
lap Vinson. said Doug
spsikesman for Nliramar
Nu Station in San Diego.
\

I 1 is. t lash bah.. I 1 .s sit I is
miles tiff the ttasl Is sal& rill’
5 its Imistain es se! the 12:30 p.m.
not unmethatels.
wei5

San I liege.
’file last mishap ins dying a jet
front Fight,’ S/111.1,115,11 II was
Feb. 22, 199-1. \dull two aviators
bailed out 5,1 then I-- I -11) Tom, at
about 900 111115.5 s..titlisse515,1 Sall
Diego. The let /lashed nuts the
ocean and the 5iess members mil
feted minor mint les.
Swats ’s crash was the 31st
involving -in F-I4 Jet milt e 1991.
Last ins ma’’, a Navy I.-14 returning home to :Vihanti]. slammed
into a Nashville, Tenn., isegliborhood shortly after takeoff. Two
crew members and three people
on the ground were killed in the
Jan. 29 crash.

kils se at.

’I don’t knoss what tlw plane
how far it
was front the s al I ICI.- he said,
"they were operating in an area
we utilize off the coast that can
take on everything from supersona ranges to missile ’.1 tess t
Tile names of the dead were
being withheld pending not Ms anon 531 relatives. The rash was
being wwestigat5.51 Sas ere said.
The Cal I Vinson is based in
Alameda, 5..il ii Fig’ list Squadron
11 is based .5. N Mania’ in northens
was doing, lie se t hese toe’

Explosion rips through London bus
s iN

I

\t
1551

Isles III e

,,Ileittle tell

bast eight pest!
.51,1515..soi ing the street with
slim-, 15 ot 41.sss tees! is islet! metal.
I heir ssas 11,, immediate 51mm
1,1,5,11511511in. lent saispee ion
st
immediate’s tell on the It
Reptilli5.111.1rms.ss1115111.1.ke its
1 7-lets,iith s ea.e..fire sm
,5 with
elct.IslaIrtl IIIC
a II Ils I., 1,, ,IIII,
uses "Jan, Is It11,111css 5515Ice

is tie t ig

two
an51w5miding s, ores.
.1 5,5..11,1155,mb ssas 5151cised us
1 .entils.tt’s theater distriet last week.
I lit IR. Salt’ it had planted that
desist..
l’s disc said they had re( cued no
belt ste
SellIelaV
night’s
blast. In the earls les enrs NI stiles
police could ma c sit Islen the
exiilosion MIAS CallSlell IA- Iii l’s
.1mbulances and lisi fire
engines rushed to the .115.1wytIi
arca of central London Stintlay
night, emergencso set-vices officials
after the explosion 5,n

1Vellingtois ’Meet near the strand
at Is ’s
i
1..m. EST).
5,:iiirined
Scout Is!
eight
set Ions’s. anti a nailmimed. Is
ber of "walking %sounded."
The bus sits a 55 lieduled route.
exploded 5.1515i,l, the Waldorf
Hotel twat I ,.sent Garden, an
area that ss mild have been filled
sit anv other
with used 5145’s
ne4Ist lent Stinsl.ss when most
lssisstsui sItiv,cs

Its

stub.

1 he slsoilds-slss Let
reinaMed
upright on as Is
is heels but the
blast ,1511
,.,1 most set the tot)
cicekse I lie ItIls .150
letees II of the
lower deck. his ssindows blown out,
was blackened 15s fire. Sections of
the red roof las en the street.
There svas little damage to stirrounding buildings, including a
branch of Citibank.
Bleeding people. some in shock,
lay in the street or ran in horrorPassersby imbed to the scene to
help.
Eyewitnees .1ntlions Yates, 26,
said he Itehrsccl al least three pro-

CUTT11N10-1EIDGE

pv

PIREIBIENTATION

TRATE

plc were dead, but there was no
offu tal F5,11111 manoo.
-I was seilku 4 dose II the road
and I she a It1,4 1,1111c dash in the
,5.1,5.51 and then
sky," Yates 5.51,1.
I ’sass. a ,Is titbit -decker bus but
there was !Milling left of it, it was
complewlv blown to pieces."
hie said that a taxi drove into
the bit5. and that a nearby bank
building seas -badly hit.
" I It, 1,115 driver and the taxi diiIlls h./is/11 dead," he continued. s’Ilitre’s a guy lying outside
the. Inis saying My legs. my legs.’
There was another guy with blood
coming frtnn ins jaw."
Lawver R.1\1115.’151 levy was in his
car olds :Id. feet It5,111 the blast.
"I thought thei.e was only the
bus driver on board and when I
got out of the car and got to the
bus, he had got out but there wets fl -arises everywhere," Levy said.
"The engine was still running and
I was very worried that the petrol
would explode."

TIE

JOE
,

NOW OPEN.
SENSE
AtA\DN,
SENSIBILITY

CITY

Muppet

Treasure Isfand

BRAVEHEART.

,

les
Miserables

5,1tRID(51 S
MADISON

COUNTY
ri

TO DIE FOR r,

ENTER TO WIN ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE FOR TWO!
One movie for two people. every week for a year PLUS 104 Light Rail
See theatre for details No purchase necessary

MAXIMUM
COMFORT

CONVENIENCE &
ACCESSIBILITY

3.400 Seats in
Magnificent Auditoriums
Comfortable Rocker Chairs
with Cupholder Armrests
Plenty of Leg Room

Lobbies. Concession
Stands & Restrooms on
All Levels
Two Box Offices
Escalators & Elevator to
Upper Levels
ADA Accessibility
Assisted Listening Devices
for the Hearing Impaired

Pavilion: Owner says project has
threatened her with eviction too
From page 1
she was closing down
and leasing.
till,’ salt! Whin Simon begged
her not is g., and that the inoVie
Idleatet \Ste,
Sin ti .1 s,css I Ni idyll) Simon told
her it she ’,LI\ Cel lett the opening
LA- the th(,1,, III N1,11.11111(1 19)3,
she’d be sti55 essl
than
Years
later
Three
pp mused the theater opened
and silt* Is one of the last of the
5,1 igiiialls approached vendors
51111151 die Pasthon.
said that four months
See! it
before the theater’s opening.
Sc me ic tts is si s were given 30-day

Pavilion history
1988
Melvin Simon ASSI st lalcs se sc-des the Retail Pavilion that has been
1111111l with a SItl tisitliceui silIssIeI5 h. ,in the San Jose Rellrvelopmeni
by
.1gency. It is designed to .5115115,1 its new. revitalizes I Is
tores t the st innately. no
It’_ess’ing shoppeis le, sties al,
tenant.
Is, -ant hot
t
itialtir retail she Is slI411e, I , ell It,
s Isild ill I lie us
1111111,15.115 I
mits iii nig, in .1 Its 55 mi. II ci itnalit. Sanitise
Sine
"5,1 39.000 s(inare..feei
Live, a giant cleats 15,11 ,
ell. VI tang
t
of tile Vat atit sec mid
:\11
1lf1}

jannahe

its
iv Is,
die i.111
l’.1k dem

Ken
\\ iitt.uisus had 511551 Niels iii ’euw.ii
less it.cticl, sasing that Niels in
’Simon had misinformed him of
the promised revenue to be
gained Itv having a shop in the
Phyllis it,
Ale slchiitg tel Sortor, the court
did fin 51 Nicholls Simon guilty of
fraud. Mit I mildn’t find any damages tel :mai ,I.
"So ss iii15 I NI ,Isiii Simon) was
celeln :mug its vet tor’)’. (1Villiams)
went home and hung himself,"
Sortor said.
Though she hasn’t received an
eviction notice, Sortor said she’s
had the threat of eviction for
speaking out against the evictions.
Se rtor said she hadn’t been
t,11.,
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Robbins sign leases as hop,’ I..t lee NIclein Stinson
February 16, 1996
The l’inted Artists theater complex opens .1,11.5,5Iit to the
Pavilion Shops as part of the re-engineered ii hi to make
Pavilion into an entertainment center. Built %s al a S4.5 million
subsi,ls from the Redevelopment Agency. dis theater is hoped it,
15.5155’ the Pavilion Shops.

evicted before because she didn’t
cause ans ti’s mble before.
tIts FPI. 5 onsists of the tsYners
of .111151 it as. a South AnicI he all
anti Native American art iii I 4115
shop, Pavilion Pizza. 1 Icc.

Frosty’s Yogurt and
Cain
111. Pas Mon Shops management 5,1 In es were closed Sunday
and 55,111t1 not be rein hed for

Strong waves flip ferry killing 51
BACOLOD CITY, Philippines
wooden
(AP) An overloaded
feiyy capsized when strong waves
caused it to sway and panicked l passengers ran to one side, of ills
said Monday. Al least 51 people
were s 11111 ined dead man
theni e Micheal. and 15 Were missin.
g
fhe ship was carrying more
than 200 peopke. twice its legal passenger capacity .,1 100, when it
sank Sunday C’s ’Isis ig, coast guard
oil... ids said -
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Magnitude-7 quake rocks New Guinea
JAKARLN, Indonesia iAll I
Police and rescue workers scrambled Monday to count and locate
victims after a powerful earthejtiake
eastern Indonesia.
5lestroying Iscillelitlgs and whipping
was,.
that
tip tidal
swept hundreds
5,1 homes 5,tit to sea.
Police said 53 people were killed
in Saturday’s magnitude-7 quake,
and they expected the figure to
.is they contacted remote villages swept In’ tidal waves.

. \II the 515 tints wt1515ported
kisk Island. off tile is ci them coast
cittlit- island of New taiinea.
"We have counted 53 killed Iv
this time. But I think the figure will
rise because there are some
lil plaCes dial We haVe not yet
I 11111.11 ltII,
PoliCe
It.
Col.
15,11.511115.. Pieter Silooy told The
.1sso5 1,5t551 Press by phone from
Bid.. .1i least Is people are misslts4and 85 Wt -r, [inured, lie said.
I. i ightened lis strong after-

a I.., ks Ilia] kits e( ked sts ss, it many
of
thousands
buildings,
hits is
slept outdoors on
Ness Guinea and other islands in
the Indonesian archipelago over
tbs. 15eekensl.
I%
r tun homes were
1-Isesd tidal \sass-,
desio,s,511,5
that ss.5515,5I sill 115 5 oast ssf New
(.115ea and sex, sal ’tilts ’unsling
islands Satutslas. .sts1 IL. Yap. a
1,,, si goverlillici It sell is hid

GIVE BLOOD
GET C40ciFi.
MONDAY FEBRUARY 26, TUESDAY FEBRUARY 27
1 0:00AM-4:00PM
STUDENT UNION LONIA PRIETA ROOM
PHOTO ID REQUIRED
To donate you must:
*Weight at least I Nibs. *Be free of flu and cold symptoms for 48 hours
*Increase your fluid intake
*Have eaten within 4 to 6 hours
Otiestimis regarding eligibility, all: 415.723.7265
Cholesterol screening available.

Adult Day Passes.

SENSATIONAL
SOUND &
PROJECTION
8 Wall -to -Wall Screens

IDDirs-YDYnamic

JOBS

AVAI LA_BLiE

The Associated Students Program Board has positions available for...

Office assistant / staff

in 2
EZ Auditoriums

dts

Concerts Director
Bring contemporary concerts
Visual

Arts

Organize the Annual SJSU Visual Artists
Film and Video Festival

Multicultural/ Performing Arts

ile,----Z411144;144:11
Nits:
110-0/i

Bring multicultural / performing arts events,
dance, and theater

=
408-2 7 7 0114

Promotion / Publicit Director
Promote, market, and publicize exciting
A.S P.B events

Dignai Sound.

201 S. 2nd St.

Hosted by: Arnold Air Society

Thank you! Stanford Blood Center 415.723.7831

’7\

""Nweereiwwww.United Artists Pavilion 8 Theatre in Downtown San Jose

(.U1111111111

.in

(Alt its .11 II, die VS,

SJSU BLOOD DRIVE
beautiful
girls

HALLe

Si’A IRTA N DAD X

Applications are due by the end of February
in the A S. office at the top floor of the Student
Union Building

Special Events
Homecoming. International Food Bazaar
Forums Director
Bring speakers and organize panel
discussions
The A.S.P.B. is responsible for
the presentation of cultural, educational
artistic and entertainment programs and
events for the SJSU campus and community.

Air
For more information call

924-6240 or 924-6260
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HAPPY
FACE
Cookie the clown (Jenny
Kahn) paints Kami
Tersini’s face in the Event
Center before the basketball game Saturday. The
face painting was sponsored by the Athletic
Association for Youth
Rights.
140,1,, in
,Nu kRt i IF,
SPAR 1.VN
1/111%

AFL-CIO new agenda the focus at final Bal Harbour meeting
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ti maimed union members voted Republican
in I ’Pt 1. But Geiald
the president of the
11 .111 1.ederation ot Siale, County and Municipal
1. nil
said 111111 It III the (;OP agenda, including
ell.Ills to, slash the Nat tt mat Labor Relations Board
and
It I 1111,111011.11
the
Safety and
Health
Athilinisti anon. should I I lis’ince union members to
I’ll k 1)1111111 1.11’.
\ It Fillee said "the 114041,1 break that we ever got"
Isis a i tglitssiiig 111115111.11111’. IV:11 tionary. Congress."
Repulilit ans. III’ S.1111. ’1.1,1
given us another chance
Ill make the ase ill tun members." "Ilie Bal I !arbour
meeting date. ill 1.17,1. behtre the .Mnerican

Microsoftfi
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO TODAY?"

Why not chec.k out what’s happening at Microsoft?

Full-time Technical Interviews
18, PM()
monda\.
See Cateci

or job desci ipl ions

Lome sec IN tt Joh I Iii
otii rt....time or

96 on

tIltC\lIII! iiiiciosoll.com l)\

eduesdaY, February
A’Nf II format to

I 1.1k.:1411.\

Nialrell
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28,

10’3 1).111.

1111er

’,Laws of labor and the

beast:iv

Federation of Labor merged with the Cong:
Industrial Organizations. rhe idea was to imp] :AC
iI’ll tions between union leaders and case jurisdictional tensions.
Afier the Mel ger. Walter Reuther, president of the
United Auto Workers who led the CIO, groused that
the resort setting was unbecoming for a labor movement.
Reuther said he was squeezing his 011I1 orange juice
in his room to save money and once moved to a
cheaper hotel until he learned his new digs were
run by the Mafia. Others point out that Reuther never
missed the dinners.
AFL-CIO President George Meany conceded once
to Reuther’s complaints by moving
the event to
Puerto Rico.
In the 1970s, the meeting became something of a
spectacle.
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Shooting near Chico State leaves two dead
CHICO (AP) A 21 -year-old man was
arrested Sunday following an earls morning shooting spree near Chico State
University that left two men dead and a
woman seriously injured, authorities said.
Chico police charged Curt Steven
Searing with two counts of homicide and
another count of assault with a deadly
weapon, It. Tony Aeilts said.
Terry Nash Brown and Andrew
Wagoner Jr., both 43, died of multiple
gunshot wounds at Brown’s house in
Chico. Two other people living in the
house escaped out a back door when one

of Searing’s two 112-gatigc sh.itgons
jammed. Aeilts said.
Another woman, who did not live in the
house and who was shot outside. as airlifted to the University of (1.1111,1111.1 at
Davis Medical Center after she isa, ,hot in
the arm, Aeilts said.
Neither Searing nor the victims were
enrolled at Chico State but the incidents
took place in an area heavily populated
with students. Aeilts said.
The original target of the shooting was
Brown, who had been Searing’s roommate. Aeilts said, adding that there had

been ’ongoing imtauon" between the two
men.
"But it was nothing really of great significance," Aeilts said, adding that the shooting did not appear to be motivated by
drugs, money owed or jealousy over a
romance.
Wagoner appears to have been a
bystander, he said.
’Flie incident began at about 630 a.m.,
when Searing showed up at Brown’s
home, poln e said. After allegedly shooting
the two men, Searing then walked about
12 blocks to his brother’s fraternity house

at Chico State University.
Enroute to the campus, Searing allegedly threatened bystanders on the street,
pointing his guns at them and telling
them to run, Antis said.
After pointing a gun at a married couple, Searing and the husband allegedly
struggled, causing the gun to go off and
shoot the wife, an unidentified woman in
her 40s, police said.
The woman’s condition was not available Sunday night. But Aeilts said she is
doing "better than expected."
Authorities, including Chico police,

Butte County sherifl’s deputies and university police, apprehended Searing at his
parents’ house near campus about 10:30
aan.
He surrendered without incident, Aeilts
said.
This was the first double homicide in
Chico since Jan. 1987, according to police
records.
Searing was to be transferred from the
police department jail in Chico to the
Butte County Jail in Oroville. He was
scheduled for arraignment Wednesday in
Butte County Superior Court.

Tiny town stuck in middle Rudeness of border agents
of nuclear dump debate has Mexicans complaining
g6

BEATTY Nevada (AP) - Its
Nevada’s tiny town of Beatty, "’
just off U.S. Highway 95, the
radioactive cement mixer was
only’ the beginning.
State and federal inspectors soon discovered far more
at the nearby nuclear dump
run by U.S. Ecology, then
as
Nuclear
known
Engineering Co.
It was 1976 and employees
were
illegally
pouring
radioactive liquid waste into
the ground. They had been pouring for eight years.
But it didn’t stop there.
Not only were moonlighting workers taking the
dump’s contaminated cement mixer into town for
side jobs. they also were tearing open containers
bound for burial, pulling out radioactive items such
as tools and selling them to unsuspecting residents all
over Beatty.
"It was out of control," recalls then-Gov. Mike
O’Callaghan in a recent interview. "The whole town
was hot."
This company proposes to build the nation’s
newest nuclear dump in the desert outside Needles,
Calif. The site would one of only three in the United
States licensed to accept low-level radioactive waste.
U.S. Ecology’s 30-year operating history at Beatty
was marked by license suspensions, the first criminal
fine ever levied by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, government investigations and accusations of corporate mismanagement.
The company, using much the same technology as
it used at Beatty, in similar terrain, plans to bury
industrial and medical nuclear waste in unlined
trenches at Ward Valley. The site is 18 miles from the
Colorado River, water source for 15 million Southern
Californians as well as parts of Arizona and Mexico.
The proposal has sparked a 10-year legal and political war which heated up last week when the Clinton

administration derailed the
project for at least another
year by ordering additional
safety tests. Those orders
were prompted by the
recent release of a 1994
Mike O’Callaghan federal survey showing
former Nevada governor radioactive chemicals were
escaping from the Beatty
site.
On one side are
anti-nuclear activists, scientists, local politicians, residents and U.S. Senator
Barbara Boxer, D-California all of whom say the
company’s inexpensive technology is dangerous, outdated and that U.S. Ecology has a track record of
trouble.
"It’s a very sad story indeed," said Boxer. "Every site
that they’ve run has leaked. They’ve left a mess wherever they’ve gone. Their record, I think, would give
anyone pause."
On the other stile are California Gov. Pete Wilson,
some state Department of Health Services officials
and the firm itself, all of whom say the plan is safe and
that U.S. Ecology is a responsible company.
"I am pleased with U.S. Ecology’s record," said ViCC
president Rich Paton. "I think we have done a
tremendous amount in trying to meet the nation’s
needs."
U.S. Ecology, a Louisville subsidiary of Houston based American Ecology Corp., has a checkered history.
Its Maxey Flats, Ky., facility was put on the
Environmental Protection Agency’s 1986 Superfund
list of the country’s most polluted spots after plutonium and other radioactive chemicals migrated from
the site.
Paton declined to answer detailed questions about
the company’s corporate history and what bearing it
miht have on the Ward Valley plan.
’The situation at Beatty, looking at the situation

It was out of control. The whole
town was hot
99

PHOENIX (Al’) Mexican citizens complain of
having to endure rude questions, humiliating
searches and arbitrary refusals from U.S. immigration agents while trying to enter the United States
legally.
And, they say, the problems are getting worse.
Angel Verdugo, an advisor to the governor of
Mexico’s state of Sonora, said inspectors treat him
more like a criminal than a guest when he pulls up
in his red BMW to a port of
entry.
"It’s a rare exception to
receive friendly treatment,"
Verdugo said. "Typically, it’s
a tense exchange that puts
you on the defensive. Often,
it’s an experience that leaves
a bad taste in your mouth."
He and other Mexican citizens told The Arizona
Republic that they have
been mistreated when they
have tried to enter the
United States legally for
business, shopping or other
reasons.
Along with rude questions, unnecessary searches
and arbitrary refusals, they complain of document
confiscations, damage to cars and inconsistency in
document requirements.
The problem has gotten worse recently, perhaps
as a result of the U.S. crackdown on illegal immigration, Verdugo and others said.
"I think those of us who cross the border legally
are paying the consequences," he said.
Gary Rehbein, deputy port director at Nogales
for the Immigration and Naturalization Service,
said inspections may be more rigorous now
because the crackdown on illegal crossings has led
more people to use phony documents. But he

64

denied that legiumate travelers who show proof ot
residency and solvency in Mexico have any problems.
Rehbein said he does not believe that rude or
arbitrary treatment by border guards is a widespread problem. He said most complaints stem
front a lack of understanding of the inspectors’ lawenforcement function.
"Our mission is to pick out the bad from the
good from the large
numbers of people
coming through," he
said. "We have to stress
them out to make the
bad guy make a mistake.
Other
complaints include that
INS won’t issue permits
for multiple entries
and requires exact
change for each person
paying the $4 borderGary Rehbein crossing fee.
INS deputy port director
said
Rehbein
multiple-entry permits
are hard to get because
"once they get it, they
can go anywhere they want to and disappear." As
for the exact-change requirement, Rehbein said,
"We’re not set up like a grocery store."
That explanation doesn’t satisfy Harlan Capin, a
retired Nogales, Ariz., businessman who chairs the
border-issues committee of the U.S.-Mexico
Commission.
"If you don’t want to be cashiers, then don’t go
into business," Capin said.
In a letter due to be mailed this week to INS
Commissioner Doris Meissner, the Border
Governors Association asks her to increase the
number of multiple-entry permits.

Our mission is to pick out the
bad from the good from the large
numbers of people coming
through. We have to stress them
out to make the bad guy make a
mistake.
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COLORADO SPRINGS

GATEWAY TO GREAT WINTER RESORTS
Whether it’s for some extreme Colorado
skiing/snowboarding, or a Colorado Party
Maximus, let Western Pacific be your ticket
to a well-deserved Spring Break - at a
Super Low fare.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 800-930-3030 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
hileSe are (0-prak one-way bares I IRE’S ALL YOU NUS) TO KNOW. Seats may be srld out on some flights that operate during sirs busy travel tinies. Peak travel times are 75la.m. to I I fa, a.m. Monday, 200 pm. to 70(1 rm. Monday RE a in. to TOO p.m. Friday, 2110 p in to 7iU p m
Sunda All other times are off.peak, including all day Saturday. Seats must he purtased at time (nicking and at least 21 clays before departure Fare does nit include up to $12 in passenger facility charges. All purchases are fully nonrefundable. t.hanges may he made only prior to scheduled
departure time, for a $ IS change fee, plus any increase in new fare Failure to notify Western
o itinerary ifririges prior to departure time will result in forfeiture of payment. All fares and change fees are subrct to change without notice

COLORADO SPRINGS
CONVENTION fa VISITORS RURF Al’

800-DO-VISIT

San .lose State University

SPORTS
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Teamwork key to Spartans success
Saint-Jean’s block
comes at pivotal
moment
By Shane Lewis
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With less than two minutes left on the clock in the second half, SJSU’s Olivier Saint-Jean blocked University
of the Pacific’s Adam Jacobsen’s shot to keep the Spartans up by two. The Spartans would go on to win 7973 at the Event Center on Saturday night.
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Gymnasts shatter records
By Lindy Boisvert
Splints Daily Staff Wn ter

Near celebnii ,Litus seemed to be
Coates Friday
reached by
night as an entourage of grinning
children approached her fOr autographs and inspiration.
Coates led the women’s gymnastics team to victory against Cal State
Sacramento.
"I’m excited," Coates said. "I
worked really hard."
After 13 years of training, 18-yearold freshman Coates’ hard work is
paying off in victory for the
Spartans.
/ler individual all .,irc ’uric I score of
38.875 made her the highest scoring
gymnast at the meet and a new
record holder lot the Spartans in
the individual all .irt mild events.
crything
"Everyone was Inning
and they looked fa t it.1,111 ," Spartan
coach Jackie Valker said.
Spartans finished with the
top three highest suoring marks in
the individuals :ill ii ound i cimpetilion. Tara Law linisliccl Set ond with

The

a score of 38.625, and Ilawlev
Almstedt finished in third with her
personal best score c,1 38.600.
"It was one of im goals to finish
with 38," Alinstedt S.1111. "I knew
(after her final i’s,-muul that I got a
personal best, but I wasn’t sure if 1
broke 38."
Well, she beat a 38 and is over half
a point away from a 30.
Coates and Alinstedes individual
all around scores, iind the fact that
two tumbling rtins in cat II of their
floor exercise routinc, included
double back nips (111(’ t /Ills gininasts
at the meet to lull hide this level of
difliculty), helped the team to break
the Spartan floor exen ea re( ord
with a team score of 48.727,,
The floor exercise run nutl was the
only school record remaining snit e
this year’s team shattered them all
like tuan-int11-er, in a n linki shop.
The Spartan, lc hit ,ke the school
brain and vaulting inn/tills Friday
night making die mei% sunies to beat:
vatilting 47.577, and beam 47.D00.
Alinstedt scored the highest
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Hawley Almstedt of the women’s gymnastics team performs the beam routine that earned her a
score of 9.7 at Friday’s meet against Sacramento State University Almstedt placed third in the allaround competition behind fellow Spartan Tara Law who placed second.
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Basketball: Team
chemistry improves

Sports
Results
Women’s Basketball
to Lon,.; . 3,-r.
State University Fr.,: :, 5987. Spartans are defeated again on Sunday by
UC Santa Barbara. 76-42
Lead scorers on Sunday
were SJSU’s Joi Turner
with 9 points, and Kari
Steele and Kathleen
Barrett with 6 points
each.

From page 7
it accordingly."
Tigers coach Bob Thomason
complimented the Spartans on
their victory.
"They got good players, and
they’re starting to play like
they’re capable of," he said.
According to Greene, who had
10 rebounds in the game, the
team did exactly what it was supposed to do and he said that
played a major role in their victoiy.
"We went in with the g:
plan, and we knew what we were
going to do," he said, explaining
that other victories did not mean
as
is. "There were gaims
where we were not playing as a
uain and we won. It was sort of a
hollow victory because we didn’t
deseme it."
Morrison had high praise for
both Greene and Williams.
"I thought that Darren Greene
and Marmet Williams had their
finest hour in the Spartans tunform," he said. "I thought the
completeness of both their
offense and defense was remarkable.
Morrison has high hopes for
the team’s future and said that
the next game, which they need
III win in order to have a chance
to edge in 1(1 sixth place is a very
iinportant one.
"I feel better than I did two
!tours ago," Morrison said with a
grin. "We have a chance to again
control our own destiny and
Thursday’s game against Santa
Barbara will be a really big, big

Baseball
Spartans defeat Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo on
Friday and Sunday. 7-2
and 9-4.
See top of page 9

eyhr n-h.,
bolhng overage of 441
See story on page 9

Women’s gymnastics
SJSU is led to victory
against Cal State
Sacramento by Bridgett
Coates.
See story on page 7

Men’s gymnastics
Spartans lose to Cal
State Sacramento,
215.85-207.4.

Continued from page 7

were games were
we played hard and lost, you just
said. "And there

PitOlo

BIG WEST
owirai

9-4
10-5
8-6
8-7
7-7
7-7
6-8
6-9
5-9
5-9

13-8
16-9
15-9
11-12
13-13
P.11
’
3- 4
6-16
8-14

R N

SPMer.itt4

have to build on that."
And the Spartans have.

DAILY

The team only had four
turnovers in Saturday’s game,
compared to averaging 18.1i
turnovers an oiiiitig.
Against the University of
Nevada the Spartatis scored a season high 9fi points.
The Spartans also had six players in double digits in Saturday’s
game.
Even with Taylor being
knocked out on a play where he

Looking down at defeat
Spartans execution off
By Lindy Boisvert
Spartan Daily St4if Writer

Schedule
Tonay’s grne
UC Irvine at

T

SJSU gymanast Ed Balado executes a difficult maneuver Friday night at the men’s meet against
UC Berkeley. Balado earned a score of 8.75 for his performance on the rings.

Men s Basketcali Standings
colt

GV11111as1 ii s left
the SIM...
men’s team iris I Friday night.
1,1
Spai
tans finished
The deka
the meet viol’ e lii 15 wrapped
io vat ,11, ankles. shins and

UNLV

Thursday’s raw.

New Mexico State at Utah State
Nevada at Cal State Fullerton
Pacific at Long Beach State
SJSU at UC Santa Barbara

Spai tail I oaf’s Ted Falwards
1),.1111, "III 111.11
111..1111,11.1111.)

Saturday’s names
Utah State at Cal

.11.

State Fullerton
SJSU at Long Beach State
New Mexico State at UNLV
Pacific at UC Santa Barbara
Nevada at UC Irvine

’4).1)11.01,

111.’ iii. I, 1..1
StoIII. 1111 KS
1. ihs.11.1s
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111111
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Monday’s penes
’.till
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sIl it 111,1 )1111Is

UNLV at Nevada
Utah State at UC Irvine

1..11.,Is
1)%

))111-

I lliS 111115 5. IlscS every mu, li
A lot of the Spartans weren’t
the antis and shoulders, SJSU executing their difficult moves
team captain Kurt Nove said.
during their performances.
Despite any strenuous moves, Junior Garrett Donahue, while
tue of 207.40 fell performing Isis high bar routhe SI
Ail )1
I
kelcy’s score of tine, completely missed a two
I Iiiis making Friday’s arm release move twice. Ile
the 16th straight loss for completed his routine on the
Spa liii’. against the Golden third try using a single arm
Be.s is
release.
had some severe judg"Ile just
decomposed,"
ing.- 1 .1waids said. "I think the Edwards said. "But, he got back
1,11 ili still’,. on and did a good job."
Sr I
N111 I. 111115111’11 third in
The Spartan leans score had
indo idual all ai"iitel events been Inipnwing with every used
11111,
"re
i.2",0, but said until Friday night. Edwards said
he is iv II .1 pleased With his per- that the guys are trying and exee.
cuting dafficult tricks. Now they
’ I 55..1,111 hitting," Nove said. just need to polish them tip.
"I li.ari led a new trick (on rings)
"We’re still improving, l’sIove
mid I pulled the trick but missed said. "Despite our score, we did
iNervIllitig after it."
really well."

its

BOUND & GAGGED

FG-A FT-ARsb

Saint-Jean 4-10
4-11
Allen
Hammonds 5-12

Addison
Williams
Bacon
Taylor

Greene

3-10
2-5
0-0
2-3
4-6

8-10

4
0
1

1
3
1

6-6

2

7

4

1

0-0

0

0

3
0
0

1

6-7

1

39 13
32 12
2 0

0
2

3
3

14 4
22 12

0-0 1 0
4-4 10 2
35 15

24-57 27-34

UOP

FG-A
2-5
2-5
3-6

FT-Alleb
1.2
2-4
2-2

4
1
9

0

Owens
Jacobsen
Boeffer
Mahaffey

4-6

0-1

5-9

4-6

3-9
3-6

0-0

1

3

Foster

0-0

2-7
0-0

2
0

2
0

0-0
1-1

5
3

1
0

1
1

Anders
3-6
Olowdrandi 1-1
26-53
Total

0
3
4
3

4

5
1
1

10 19 200 79

A To
1 3
1
1
2
5
0
1
0

Norden’
inalWilor

4 34 ’6
20 11
36 11

2-4
1-3

Totals
Jones

A To PP Min TP

7
1
6

PI Min

TP

21
14
23
26
37
16
29

5
6
8
9

2
5
5
4
1
2
1
1

3
3

9
9

0
6
3

12-23 33 17 15 2/ 200 73
31 35 73
36 43 79

UOP
San Jose Stale

FG%- SJSU .421, UOP .491 FT% - SJSU

.794, UOP .522.31t goals- SJSU 4-8_500
(Allen 1-1, Addison 1-5, Williams 2-2) UOP 9-22
.409 (Jones 0-1, Owens 1-2, Jacobsen 4-6,

Bcefter 3-9, Mahaffey 1-2, Anders 0-2)

Blocked shots - SJSU 1 (Saint-Jean), UOP 0.
Steals - SJSU 8 (Saint-Jean 3, Hammonds 2,
Addison 2, Greene 1), UOP 5 (Trienviler,
Jacobsen 2, Booker, Mahaffey).

Attendance -2,021 Event Center, San Jose.

Key: FG-A.-Field Goals-Attempts, FT-ArFree
Throws-Attempts, Reb.Rebounds,A=Assists,
T@Tumovers, PF.Personal Fouls,
Min.Minutes, TP=Total Points

BY DANA
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6 hi HI

humped heads with Sp.: guard

Tito Addison in the first half
chasing at
a ball. and Darren
Greene, who had 12 points and
10 rebo lllll Is, missing a dunk, the
Spartans still looked like a new
team.
"Greene almost took a bite out
of the rim," Morrison said.
"That’s the highest I’ve ever seen
him jump."
Anil the Spartans may take a
bite out of the BWG standings if
they continue to stay its the light.
So, jitst sit back and watch to see
how far they ean

who scored 26 points 12 of which
were from behind the three point arc.
The Spartans were scoring on
less than 50 percent of their free
throws. They also only madeabout 50 percent of their shots
while the clock was running.
The Spartans were trampled
76-42 on Sunday afternoon’s
game at Santa Barbara.
The next game that the Spartans
play will be an Friday Feb. 23 against
Cal State Fullerton lot the Event
Center at 7:30 p.m.

Spartan Daily Staff Report

They are getting closer, but
still aren’t smelling any sweet success. The Spartan women’s basketball team suffered yet another
defeat, but this time they were
only one basket away from yic torY
The final score in Friday’s
game at Long Beach State ended
with a score of Spartans 87, 49ers
89.
The high scorer of the game
was Spartan forward Kylie Page
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Women drop two

DAILY COMICS
OFF THE MARK 9)

SJSU

The Light: 3 in a row

BWC standings

UC Irvine
Long Beach State
Nevada
UC Santa Barbara
Utah State
Peak
San Jose State
New Mexico State
Cal State Fullerton
UNLV

SJSU 79,
University of the Pacific73

game."

See story on page 8
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Spartans pick up two wins
Sprang Daily Staff Repot’

When the Spartans took
the lead in both Friday and
Sunday’s
non-conference
baseball games, they never
looked back. San Jose State
University defeated the Cal
Poly San
Luis Obispo
Mustangs 7-2 on Friday and 94 on Sunday.
Ryan Johnson was the first
to get the Spartans on the
scoreboard in Friday’s game.
With two outs and two runners on base, the third baseman brought both runners in
with a single to left field.
Johnson had four hits and
three RBIs for Friday’s game.
Second baseman Patrick
Walsh and shortstop Brian

Foreman both had successful
days at the plate. Walsh
extended his hitting streak to
11 games with two hits and an
RBI on Friday, and a lead off
double in the fifth inning of
Saturday’s game. Foreman
went three for three, driving
in a run in both the second
and seventh innings.
Picking up his second win
of the season Friday, SJSU
starter Rich Ledeit pitched 8
1 /3 innings. Ledeit struck
out five batters and allowed
two earned runs for the
game.
For the Mustangs, first
baseman Ryan Brennan got
two hits and scored a run,
and left fielder Eric Stevens
scored two runs and hit a

double to center field.
It was center fielder John
Milan who gave the Spartans
the lead in Sunday’s game
with a two-out base clearing
double to right-center field in
the fourth inning.
Israel Long made his third
start in a week on Sunday and
also got his second win of the
season, striking out four batters and giving tip one
earned runiustin Farias finished both games, ’,ti !king
out five batters in Sunday’s
victory.

Nor

BY AARON
- SPARIAN
DArts
The
Spartans
were
able
to
walk away from
their
weekend
series
against
the
Cal
Poly
Mustangs
winning 2 of the 3
games.
During
Saturdays game,
second baseman
Patrick
Walsh,
had a lot on this
hit despite being
denied
by
a
Mustang outfield -

77u, Spartans next face Cal State
Hayward Thesday at 2p.m. in
Municipal Stadium.

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim lor products Of
sen4ces advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified coksnris of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

TUTORING
EXPERIENCED ’TUTOR
Grad Student will tutor Physics.
Chemistry, Math and Computer
Science. First session is free.
Call Steve: 408-985.9192.

CAMPUS CLUBS
xm THE CELTIC HERITAGE COAL

FOR RENT
2 BDRM. APARTMENT $1500/MO.
" Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2 lull baths
apartment. 2 blocks from school.
$825/mo. Secured underground
parking is available. Will not last!
Call 378,1.409.

SHARED HOUSING
VALLEY FAIR Mao to 2130/880.
Deluxe, huge apt, own room +
bath. Fireplace, deck, full kitchen.
Mature individual. $485. + dep. +
1/2 utilities. Peter 408/246-2790.

Erioy earning about Irish, Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information, ROOM FOR RENT near Alameda
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.
& Taylor. Young male, non-smoker, no drugs, to share house with
three males, two disabled. $200
per month, equal share utilities,
MAUL
plus 10 hours a week assisting
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal disabled. References required.
State Hayward’s Bangkok sum- Call Carl 275-8484.
mer Quarter / discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6.
EMPLOYMENT
Info: Jute Clark. 510-885-3538.
HOUSE CLEANING PART-TIME
Flexible. 1 block from campus.
SPORTS/THRILLS 408-298-9669.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

JOBS JOBS JOBS
Borg-Warner Protective Service
FLEXIBLE HOURS
FT/PT/Weekends only
$7-59
Unarrned security officers
Prestigious client sites
Medical Benefits
Training/Uniforms provided
Military experience a plus
ANNOUNCEMENTS CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE
1-800-385-9419
FAST FLACRA6ER Raise $500 in 5
or apply in person
days-Creels, Grupe. CUce, motivated 591W. Hamilton IP San Tomas Exp.
indlAduals. Fast, easy- No financial
Campbell, CA (408) 378-9760
obligation. 1-800-862-198’2 at 33. eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi.car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATIONAI
so open Saturdays 9-2.

COMPUTERS ETC,.
$5 WE PAY TOP CASH NI
For Old/Used Computer
Memory & CPU’s.
We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a
teacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE,
Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408-379-3200 ext. 21.
GREAT PAY, FLEXIBLE HOURS.
1010 40 hours per week. Counters
& drivers needed. Got a sense
of humor? If so, come on down.
Pizza A GoGo 117 E. San Carlos.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD
POSITIONS AVAILABLE!
Interested in arts/ent. for SJSU?
Accepting applications for office
staff & director positions. Apply
at A.S. Office, Student Union,
Room 360. Ph. 924-6240.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
9MM INSTRUCTORS/SLNMER 96 KITCHEN Clean-up helper needed TEACHER: Cupertino Montessori
WSI, CPR. FA, LG req. Please
T-Th/6:30-8pm. F/12:30.2poi. Lv, School needs
- Daycare asst
send resume & cert. to: West
name& ph. Ot@292-7303. Eltiabeei. (10:30-6:30 ,
6:30i Elernt.
Coast Aquatics / Attn: JFN
age. Benefits. Cali 255-3770,
PO Bee 110007, Campbell, 95311.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flexible
BEN & JERRY’S
ADVERTISING SALES
hours. Serving Downtown Sanlose
Ice Cream Parlor
for English/Spanish Newspaper. Inner C.ty Express. Apply in person.
Now hiring manager
Little experience OK, will train. 22 West Saint John, San Jose.
& assistant manager
Car required. 20% commission
for San Jose Location.
paid daily. Flex hours available. WORK P/T WITH DISABLED ADULTS
Call (310) 546-1717
Call John at 436-7850.
evenings & weekends in their own
Fax resume (310(546-1597.
homes. $7.21/hr. Call Greater
P/T BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL Opportunities at 248-4464. Live-in TEACHER: Before & After School
position for Contracting Co. in also available.
Program, F/T. Paid medical,
Campbell. Flexible hours.Call
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec.
408-369-1898.
P/T CAR PREP/DRIVER
units required. Resume to:
You will keep our cars shipshape Frederick Ferrer, @ Gardner
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
washing. vapluming checlag fluids Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
FT/PT positions with infants, and driving. Positions are now San Jose, CA, 95125. EOE.
toddlers, preschool & school age. available at our San Jose Airport
Great advancement and growth location. We offer flexible sched- BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS! HIRING
opportunity. Good benefits. Immed. ules in a fast -paced, friendly NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs
openings. ECE + exper. preferred. environment. Candidates must be earning $10 hr. to $400/week.
Call Action Day Nurseries. a least 18 (with college credits) Jobs filled on a first come basis.
408-996-1437.
and possess a good driving call 4082458446.
record. Please apply in person
$40,000/YR INCOME
with your DMV printout at:
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
potential. Home Typists/PC
ENTERPRISE RENTACAR
for egg donation. Desperate
users. Toll Free 1-800-898- 1350 N. First Street (LeBaron Hotel) Asian couples need your help
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
San Jose, California
to conceive. Can you help?
(408)452-1100.
Ages 21-30, healthy and
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
responsible. Generous stipend
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" UST and expenses paid. Please cad
Corporate Sites. Top Pay!
_Register for class _Roommate WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
Too many benefits to list!
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy
Nu, Swing Grave Shifts, F/T&P/T. books *FIND A JOB!! _Strike
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
Call or apply n person. McriSun 7-7. up a conversation with that nice mailing our curculars. For info call
406-286-5880.5550 Madan Hie. looking person I met at registration.
1-301-306-1207.
btwn San Cabs and Parlincor,
We can’t help you with everybast te Cad and Paity Stae.
thing but we may be able to help OFFICE ASST. 1-5pm Mon-Fri.
you with a job.
Dwntn SJ. Law Office. Resumes to:
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR.
Would you like a position that 1685 Branham *273, S1.95118.
FT & PT positions avail, in busy will compliment your class schedule?
whole foods restaurant. Al! shifts
Positions available thvatgriout San CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
avail. Flex. hrs. $7./hr to start. Apply Jose. Salta Oars, Fremcre & Milpitas. to $2.000+/month. World travel.
n person. 1314 So. May <se Salle.
VANGUARD
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
SECURITY SERVICES
exp necessary. For info. call
CERTIFIED AEROBICS Instrucbm
Apply M-F 8am.5pm.
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60413.
wanted to teach aerobics classes
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
for Associated Students Campus
caner Scott/San Tomas,
Recreation on SJSU campus. Call
SERVICES
Jodi at 924-6217.
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
Our 129 year-old publishing com- PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS. pany, Southwestern, is looking to accepting students who wish to
FT/PT Sshoolage childcare (6+ ECE) select 8-10 students from SJSU excel in playing guitar or bass. All
preferred. M-F, 2.6 flex. Looking to work in our summer program. levels welcome: Beginning.
for fun creative people who are Average profit front summer work: Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
willing to make a difference. $5,766. For interview information any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock.
Summer opportunity also avail- call (408)241-9903.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
able (childcare, camp, aquatics).
Call Bill at 408 298-6124.
For more information. call Marie
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
at 408-370-1877.
COCHRELL’S
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Member of Professio.
Earn to $25.00/hr salary +tips.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Association of Resume V\i
Students needed n the immediate
Call Today. Work Tomorrow.
Reasonable Rates
ass. HP-time/parttime openings.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
14081 356-6782.
Call today 1-415-968-9933. Downtown
408-4940200
International Bartenders School, Campbell
408-3642700 WRITING ASSISTANCE a r y
Office positions also available. subject. Why suffer or .,1
nor
,.,
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
grades when help = .Elem. school-age recreation prog.. TROPICAL BEACH RESORT JOBS away? Harvard P. 1
P/T from 2-6pm. M-F during the Luxurious hotels are now hiring college teacrei
school year, turns into F/T (or P/T) seasonal positions. Lifeguards. research & w
’
-o
during sum, camp prog. Xlnt. sal. food service. housekeepers. avail. Friendly.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call host/hostess, & front desk staff. Convenient Peo,nsuia ocat,on,
Janet at 354-8700)(23. (Not avail. Call Resort Employment Services Dissertation/thesis specialist.
school year? Call for summer em- 1-206-971-3600 ext. R60411.
Samples & references available.
ployment-lifeguards. camp leaders).
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES NEEDED Foreigners welcome! Call today
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
for new classy Asian Nightclub. for free phone consultation:
up to $120/week!
Excellent tips. Weekend / evening (415) 625-0508...ask for Daniel.
Become a Sperm Donor.
shifts. Call James at 729-7829.
Healthy males. 19-34 years old.
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
$35,000/YR. INCOME
Assistance with Visas and Green
Contact California Cryobank potential. Reading books. Toll Cards. Reasonable Rates. Cali
415.324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm. Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R- Tamara Daney 415-267-7267
2236 for details.

WRITING HELP
state,erts.prourietc For more into
Do,e 8o, :k at 510-6019554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX, E-Mall.
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMA3ON
1-900-622COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70- mm. (5min max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill. CA.
Bus. Ph.* 408-683-5723.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us Permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest- Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Cam pbell Ave. #17. Campbell.
(408) 379-3500
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electwyss s t(te
arsvue-!!
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lincoln. San Jose. 9939093.
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
All Students Receive 20% Discount

CALL MARCIA 266-9448
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Turablan MLA
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soc, Work/English/History
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 408-251-04.49.

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, ’mini 0-micro
cassette transcription. Al formats
Fax available. Experienced.
dependable, quick ,e!, Almaden/Branham are
Linda 408-264-4504.

COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can help Private mo,u)
No pay back. For details. caii
510-632-0835 or 510-471-86E7
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants and
scholarships is now available. Ali
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent’s MOT, e.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext
F60413.

answo

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

NOT AN UNFRIENDLY COMPUTER
Olympia Startype Typewriter
New born baby condition!
Uses letter quality whisperdisc
printwheels. 40 character display.
12000 character storage
even when unplugged by MTV.
500 character multiline correction
with no mess tape.
Heavy-duty, GE washer tough.
Can be interfaced to a computer.
Extras included. A total giveaway
at $400 o.b.o. Call Christopher 01
1-510-22875100 s 235.

WANTED

Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

DODOODOODLIFIDEEEEDE17L3 1 H
Hi’ IFLILJ
DEJOEDOCIODOCIOODEIOMPILJI I IL E] IE
DICOODOCCODOOMEIDDI 11-11-1111MLJE70
IIIMFEEDOOMOODOODEOLTUEOFFIDOLJE
Ned.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One

Two

Day

Days

$5
$6
$7
$8

$7

’Thee*

Days

Four
Days

Fly. Address
Days

WANTED 100 STUDENTS.
Lose 8-100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough. I lost 15 lbs. in 3
weeks. R.N. assisted program.
Guaranteed results. $35.00 cost.
Free gift. 1.800666-0841.

3
4
5
6

HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
live-In companion. Call after 4pm.
3703604.

After the fifth day, rate Marsala, by 111 per day.

REAL ESTATE
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax.
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800898.9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

FOR Mammal. /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

lines
lines
!Ines
Knee

$9
$10

VI
$9

$11

$10

$12

$11
$12
$13
$14

$13
$14
$15
$10

$1 for each additional line.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

,it,ASOde

Phone
Send check or money order to

partan Daily
evil Jose State University
San Jose CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Fioom 209
MI Deadline 10 (X)a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid U No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
? QUESTIONS? CALL 1408) 924-3277

Please check I
one classification:
out,. _Pent& Hod.’’
lreek MessagEs Share’.
.
_Rea:
:
_Announcements* _Services*
_Lost and Found" _Health/Beau:y
___Flitooriusnatelee.rs
ISInWtsurancsirherdis.
_Autos For Saie* _Entertainment*
_Computers Etc.* _Travel
_Wanted*
_Empioyment
.1W’rulnngP:oces!._Schoia.si.
_Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classitications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community

appear

ACROSS
1 Ra
6 Animal teeth
11 Harbor
14 - Oyl Popeye-s
friend
15 More or less
16 Flightless bird
17 Quiz show host
18 Competent to
be a ruler
20 Fly high
21 Thing, in law
22 Not tight
23 Ran
25 Abundant
27 Dash’s kin
30 Self-defense art
31 Baseball great
Hank 32 Rome’s river
33 Sing with
Closed lips
36 - gin
37 Type of lily
38 H H Munro’s
pen name
39 Energy
40 Carried
41 One who likes
ei-OdAri

.1.- Pie i
insii i
47 Sat for .1
48 Wiedersel49 Party giver
53 At first
56 Football coach
Lombardi
- King Cole
Wear away
Ancient
. ivians
:Joie
r

FOR SALE

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate ail firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

DAILY
CROS SWORD
in the next

SCHOLARSHIPS

FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Apply for your share in
0-s of
unclaimed private sector id. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261-8676.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters.
Manuscnpts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser II. All formats. specializing
in ApA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependable and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time!
Cali PAM 247.2681 (8am-8ern).

THE PERFECT PAPER
Resumes
Research Papers
Manuscripts. etc.
Worked with SJSU Studs:
Faculty for over 15 years.
Turnaround. 10 minutes horn SJSL
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
from 8am-6pm @14081937-0373

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

$1,000 SIUCENTSCHOtARSHIPSI
$1,000 scholarships
awards sponsored oy Packaging
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
Scholarships available fir
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
Starting salaries horn $30k+.
For details. contact Dr. Jorge
Marcondes. Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/9243210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.

NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
Resumes .Term Papers
Letters .Tape Transcriptions
20 years experience.
Low Rates!
408/297-3341.

WORD PROCESSING

MOW MOW MONO
WON@ MOM @MOM
@MMAIM OMEMMIMOUN
BOOM
@NOMMON
MOM@ MOOO
MONO@ M@W@MODMI
MOIAM MOM @OD@
1O0
MOO
MUM
WM= WM= OMMO
MOWMOMM =MOW
=MO @MOM
OOMOMMOU
IMMO@
IMOOMMOOM MOOMM
OW@ MOOM @MOW
O@U@ MOM MOO@
ritraele-Aflefed,eSvelitate

DOWN

1 Deer mothers
2 Pollster
Roper
3 Type size
4 Galosh
5 Type of shin
6 Celebrated
7 Loose -fitting
garments
8 Negative
votes
9 Clean a fish
10 Outstanding
11 Previously
12 Make laugh
13 Christmas
season
19 Tree’s
anchor
21 Stimpy’s
pal
24 Permanent
marker
25 Actor Clark -ie
26 Type ri
.
27 Jewelry

29 Inclination
30 Potters’
ovens
32 Late
34 Hawaiian
guitars
35 Muddy
37 - out sleep
38 Comforting
40 Mi-e glittery
41 P
dinn

50
51
52
54
r-

iisnion
designer
Gucci
A single
time
Flip through
Experiment
Jackie’s
second
husband
Fallen tree
11, way of

MENEM MEM= MEN
EMMEN MONNE MEE
MENEM MENNEN=
NENE ENE
EMMEN
NENE NOMMEN
MENNEN MENNEN
MENEM MENEM MEM
NENE EMMEN MEM
MEM MENEM EMMEN
MENNEN MENNEN
MENNEN MENU
MEM
NEM NENE
NEMEMENEN NOME
MEN MENNE MENEM
MEM MENNE MENNE
4

10
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Questions:

ELECTION ’96
No-fault insurance an issue again
The initiative also requires m silvers to charge
SAN FRANCISCO (Al’)
It’ll be dera vu all
over again when Californians go to the polls rates established by the measure and subject to
next month to vole on a no-fault auto insurance approval of the Insurance Commissioner. It
plan.
Whits insurers from raising rates as a resu t of
After rejecting a similar proposal in 1988, vot- claims unless the driver is at fault.
ers will cast their ballots this time on Proposition
It walla require insurance companies to pay
200, whi.it supporters say will remove lawyers out all ataims within 30 days after receipt of
.noitatnenm001(
nom th, ir, icess of settling auto accident cases
Drivers would be required to carry a mini and Mei et, it reduce the insurance premiums
drivers must juN.
mm
u of $’0,000 in personal injmy coverage.
According to Legislative Analyst Elizabeth
B111 Olt’ 11111111111e effect the election outcome
Hill, passage would save state and local governwill liao
insurance rates remains a matter of
I ebate. I Ipponents say it will have exactly the ments tens of millions of dollars in lawsuits and
Hrosite outcome promised by supporters and associated legal costs. But it would c,,st the state
’Sill1:11Nl rates instead.
about the saute aim lllll t in lost reg ki ration fees
(ditoctua would not be the first state to enact because sonic people who distilliave insurance
a i skin. ’km states including Hawaii, won’t register their cars, 11111 calculated.
Passage of the measure would also save the
a .1,1, Minnesota, H. ’Oda, Kansas and Utah
state money to the
iii eadv liae variations ,in
extent that more Mediinsinance.
l’alt It IN a natural place for
Cal recipients get their
sit, It a measiire to take hold.
metrical care paid. But
I ha of every 100 accidents FORMAL TITLE No-Fatilt Motor
that would be offset in
Initiative Statute.
Vein.
le
m die state, there i-tre
part when Medi-Cal
Intended
to
WHAT
IT
WOULD
DO
, tins of bodily injury
could no longer recover
almost twice the national cut auto insurance rates and speed up
certain losses from third
a noestablishing
reimbursements
by
aierage. In Los Angeles,
parties. Still, on dim
system that would regime insurt:cult
flier,. :we 99 claim.% of bodily
front, there could be a
an. eI 1/1111 411111, to pa% Dims within 30
itionA lot every 100
net savings in the tens of
eila of dot unientation.
davs i51
of dollars,
millions
Allian« 1, Revitalize
SUPPORTERS
according to Hill’s analyEve 1 ’V year, $2.5 hthliott ’I IT
V5 5151 Revolt to ( lin I
Callihwitia.
:ince
sis.
of Californians’ auto insurRaw. ..V.5,555 1.1115 511 tor Cal& iima Tort
If all the cost savings
ance premiums go to
( :onstimers First, DI II. Express,
Reliant,
were passed on to policy
lawyers, according to trackAssociation,
California
Trucking
holders, rates could fall
ers of Proposition 200.
(:alifiirnia Chamber of (:oninierie,
as much as T. percent to
’Hetes more than goes to
(:aldi irnia Business Roundtable,
chadors and hospitals colts34 percent, depending
Cahlorina Republican Party. Senate
th, amu
ont of coverkilled. they say.
1.a.ader Rob Hum,
age, according 1011 Rand
In an effort to change R.1.1.141..111
Cali15 11111.1 :1ttortievl:etirral Dan
!bat. Proposition 200 tomtit
Institute study.
h
that cost
iequire all dose: s to .m1% a L111441111.
Bu t wether
( tot
OPPONENTS
policy providing ,iverage
would be passed on is
Union, California Nurses
liberties
uncertain.
kir
their own medical
holt/IL GI/11,011111T
11 /11,
and
lit
Hawaii
expenses :Ind lost wages, Asso5
ASS": 1.515111 of Flight Attendants,
regardless of who causes an
Minnesota. where no1/1 ISLIC k Lawyers,
AV:011;111011
(:.1111,
it
ma
fault systems were instiacci.lent. Proof of insurance
hiropritctic Association,
it lit be required before (
required
tuted
that
Cala. 11 ilia !Z. -publican Assembly. Center
lower premiums, for
1,-gistering a vehicle.
Pula], Interest Law, Harvey
example, rates fell durAn injured party would for
I.e.igtie for Coastal
ing the years when lower
,It onqxmsation for doc- Rosetifiehl,
Is, lost wages and Protection, Ralph Nader, Senior Action
fors’
lutes were mandated.
Toxics
irk.
Silt,
itt
V’allev
Netto
.lamages from the
But they went up again
Stonewall
I)
-is,,
01111
driica who caused the accionce the mandate was
Ii it but would ncit get any
lifted and inflation and
1..Sill and suffering payother factors kicked in.
Ills.
In,
Opponents say the measure will raise rates
I I !at is where some of tlie largest savings will and make it harder for some people who have
.1111 . 1:1111 and suffering aan account for tip to legitimate pain-and-suffering claims to recover
pet i eill of a claim’s cost, according to the the losses they suffer. They also worry that insurRand Insiiitite for Civil.lustiee.
ance coinpanies will not compensate people
"When you stop to think of it. no other form adequately and the prohibition on lawsuits will
of insurance pays von 1.5r pain and suffering," leave no room for redress.
said Jeffrey 01, it it tell. a law professor at
We feel that people should take sonic
L’hiversity of Virgiiiia wit.) wrote one of the first responsibility for their actions. No fault does not.
books calling for nodattlt auto insurance in encourage that. It does not encourage safe dri1960.
ving," said Betsy Cotton of the California Public
"When it’ go to the hospital to liave it child, Interest Research Group.
go !Ito a ugh all kinds of pain and suffering.
Supporters say the tradeoff is worth it.
I qit they don’t pay yon. When a loved one dies,
"You’re right, some people are going to pay a
v5,11 get their life insurance, but you don’t get price," O’Connell said.
joal tiff 1hr pain and suffering. This is the only
"Some people are going to conic out worse,"
it ’Mealy II tat iilfers it and it’s ivildlycornipting."
he added, "but Californians in general are going
Propositi, in ’200 prohibits accident victims to come out way ahead in their premiums and
fr..in going (5 court, except in cases of drunken motorists are going to come out ahead by being
driving, lot and rim III th. conitnissicni of a promptly paid for their real losses without a lot
felony. .1 liat Is. is. sushI cut COSIS by removing of hassles anal adversaiial proceedings."
attorneys 1,-.

Details

GOP hopefuls explaining their pasts
in New Hampshire primary race
coNcoRtt, rs.11. (Al’) Republican trials till.
Dole, Pat Buchanan and Lamar Alexandei 551est led
ssuull
their pasts Sinulay as they tried to slim e
j ii 11111, IS for w llllll
unjust surviving the New
I latupshit 5.- i/11515 Il1111a1 primary.
\Yid’ two days toga) below the ISIS ti! 1 5 11111SI. 1111.
1)5,1e, deadr.11 I.’ has grown increasingh is sicisls-. 1.55i
locked with lluchatian for liii plai e ill is eekend
p511ing data, every vole is ern, ial
up a planned ensloi semen! Is 15,1 met
Dolt.
,is-al Phil (;i’ammmmri even
p
I’1"):5r41:
race last week.
Some surveys released this weekend Ill 5 hit led
Alexander in a three-man tie I a. first, %dole otheis
pla, eil him solidls behind Dole and Bus hanati.
1511511.11er Steve 1.551-bes It,ss sleadily stink to a 515.1.5111

lielleo that Bob Dole is the
Re1,111/11, MI 1 .111,11,1:Ite 111 IIIIS
1,110 5 ill 151 ing together
55 ono15115 I onsei .5 in es and who
5 ail 1,1 11114 11 /14(11111
1.11 I1 /115elVkl.
and whi sMI make the
lk I
R515511.115 an
again one united
pai iv that r, ominined to beating
11111 Clinton Mill 1 1 /11111111Iell 11/
I hanging .Mtiel is a. -I a alum said
Itt delnetingIlls slit /1 II 11 1.
P1111111Ii
pat t leaders not
involve51 in the l,ua
have prole., 1
nentralin "I’m not going to get 15 s
the middle," 1 louse Speaker Ne.,1
Gingi t, lu said Saturday when askes 1
:Mont the contentious race. 11111
Gingrich has privately voiced
alarm
to
associates
Miami
Ihic Italian’s early strength, and he
h.ii dly a Ione voice among GUI’
establishment figures.
I hey
are
in
panic
its
’.ishington. 1/.1: ." Pots hanan said

$39 contacts
1.11’1
$59 glasses
Ik I

eye exams available
5 all for details and
make your 111)1)1 111

JCPenney’s Optical
Eastridge Mall
40S-238-8 160
(lit ilig ti lit s .stl lief, e 2-211.01 5)

if lie loses New I lampshire even
more sii if ft riner Tennessee Gov.
I.:1111:11 Alexander fares well.
’Hiss is the major reason Dole is
closing the New Ilanipshire camumit it izing
paign
with
ads
Alexander fur raising taxes %elide
governor and for suggesting the
state create an income tax.
In :11 i5pting Gri
’s endorsement, Dole shriigged off their
taustic campaign exchanges.
"It was never personal," the
Senate majority leader said. And,
without ’newt( lll i )) g Iluchatian, he
picked up (;ramin s theme that II
was critic al for the party not to be
a remark clearly
is It
%oil’ Buchanan in mind

Artists
& Photographers
wanted
Access Magazine is looking for
contributors for the Spring 1996 issue.
Submit portfolios to DBH Room 213 by
Wednesday, February 21 by Noon.
With your entries, please attach your name, phone number
and best times when you can be reached.
For more information, call 924-3260.

In a last- lll i ll itte frenzy of activity, candidates
Ins IltilIug neWs shows before navigating the
shish\ sills -Is 11 1111111/ old-fashioned New I lampshire
p,hI I. king I lien field organizations also kicked into
I agli gear, 515ploying oilitoteers to church parking lots
where they papered mandshields with campaign literature.
In terms of raw exposure, Forbes outpaced rivals
with at least dove campaign slops sandwiched
bitsoeii two iletwoi k appearances and a paid halfg ieltA sic ,ii broadcast statevitle.
Ii. ittr id live eve
1 lopefill, sIlls k Ill th. bottom half of the eight-man
pack were pal Ili !paling 111 hili A11’1110011 IOT11111
1111O1 I1V the 1.111) Is
instead of next week
In endorsing 1)01e Smulay
in South Carolina as planned Gramm warned the
sill 5 ess and image of the Republican Party rested on
keeping die iinnunation Innii
Pe king op th.o thenit without na lll i ll g But hanan.
econoini5 and llie
1)u le said "We Ira . got to lirmi.;
so, id onseivaiives together. Von can’t divide its and
eXI HI 1 11 / WIll III NOVVIIII/rT."
GT:1111111 g.ive 1)1 le an even bigger lead in the
bac Led by 24 governors and
elisloi seinen( game:
’29 .511.1155i s. Its 51, also got the nod Sunday from The
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I probably should have said if Bob
Dole wins New Hampshire, Bob Dole
would be the nominee. If we don’t win
New Hampshire, we’ll win North and
South Dakota.
Bob Dole
Republican candidate for president

All Students Welcome
a

1118/4
Wednesday

February 28
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. SJSU Event Center

Job Seekers:
professional attire and resumes
are not required, but are highly
recommended

Career Explorers:
come with lots of questions.
Take a close look at your
career options. Meet with over
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ness,

employers from busiindustry,

government,

health, and human services
who are eager to hire for parttime or full-time, summer, coop, internship, volunteer, and
permanent career positions.
EMPLOYER PARTICIPANTS CAN BE ACCESSED VIA INTERNET AT:
http://www.sjsu.edu/depts/cateer/JOBFAIR.HTML

Coordinated by the
SJSU CAREER CENTER
’,IS!

Access

Lamar Alexander
RefOlblie:111 candidate for president
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Its il.’s ha, king among senators
and governl sts will he sorely tested

Senator Dole is running a negative,
desperate campaign. His campaign
must show me moving up very rapidly if
that’s all he has to say about our future.
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Gramm endorses Dole
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